
GET IN TOUCH 
mail:investor.relations@drife.io 

website:drife.io 
telegram: https://t.me/Drife_officialchat

TOKEN SALE 

Seed 200 M $ 0.0025 $ 500,000 $ 0

Private 352 M $ 0.00625 $ 2,200,000 $44,000

Public 24 M $ 0.0125 $ 300,000 $ 60,000

Stage Supply Price Raise TGE Circulation Vesting Schedule

TOKEN ALLOCATION FUND USAGE 

TAXI 3.0 | Ride-hailing Reimagined

Drife foundation

Drife Platform

Incentives

Discount on fares Discount on subscription fees

Bond DRF for Governance rights

Stake to propose & vote

Franchise Owners

StakeShare in Profits

DRF Holder

DriverRider

Community Member

Stake

Share in Profits

Stake

Share in Profits

TEAM 

Firdosh Sheikh 
CEO & Cofounder

Surya Ranjith 
COO & Cofounder

Mudit Marda 
CTO & Cofounder

Rakesh Sahu 
Frontend Lead

Yogesh Bansiwal 
Backend Lead

Nitin Raghukumar 
Operations Head

DRF TOKEN 
Token Type for Sale- ERC 20 

Token Symbol- DRF 

Token Supply- 3.25 Billion 

Token Price- $0.0125 

TOKEN ECOSYSTEM 

Drife is a decentralized ride-hailing platform which aims at 
empowering both the driver and rider communities. We are the 
first platform in this niche to express the full features of the 
decentralized ride-hailing economy. However, it is not only its 
decentralized nature that distinguishes it from other such 
platforms. The platform deals with a whole new economic model 
and can incentivize all the value creators in equitable terms. Our 
aim is to eliminate excessive commission, reduce censorship and 
redistribute value back to the community, and enhance the quality 
of rides. 

COMPANY DESCRIPTION 

The native cryptocurrency of the Drife platform, the DRF, is a utility 
token that will also function as a payment method within our 
platform. It will be used to execute ride payments, access loyalty 
rewards and staking functions on our platform.

DRF OVERVIEW

Platform access 
 
Pay platform subscription fee and avail discounts on rides. 
 
Staking 
 
Staking Pool opened by Drife supporting Customisable 
Crowdsourcing of DRF is needed to participate in the auctions by 
potential franchise contenders. Different franchise contenders can 
propose different shares of profits between themselves and the 
community stakers, and thus community can have their share of 
profit from the operations of Drife. 
 
Franchise- To get the franchise rights in a particular unit of 
operation, the franchisee needs to  Stake more than a predefined 
minimum 1 Million DRF => maximum staker wins and his stake 
gets locked. 
 
Governance  
 
Possessing DRF tokens gives one rights to propose changes and 
vote on important community matters related to ride-hailing 
ecosystem and core development protocols.

TOKEN UTILITY

30 days cliff,  2% unlocked on Day 30 after 
TGE+12 Months Linear

1% at TGE, 2% unlocked on Day 30 after TGE, 
+9 Months Linear

20% at TGE + 1 month cliff + 2 month Linear 
unlocking


